Hatenashi-toge Pass
(Totsukawa Onsen~Kumano Hongu Taisha)

Distance (km) 15.5
Time (hr) 1.1
Total dc elevation gain (m) 1075
Total dcl elevation loss (m) -119

Legend
- Visitor center
- Information
- Shop/store
- Rest rooms
- Covered shelter
- Parking area
- Drinking water
- Bus stop
- PE shrine
- Unpaved trail
- Paved road

1:31,000 Scale

On the left:

- Totsukawa Onsen
- Hotaka"R"Nest
- Hotel Subaru
- Yamasaki Teahouse remains
- Kaminoo-do
- Tensuiji shrine
- Minakami

In the middle:

- Hatenashi settlement
- Hanami Teahouse
- Sanju-chishi stone monument

On the right:

- Yakio Trailhead
- Kumano Hongu Taisha
- Hariko-dai
- Futahagami-01
- Kaminoo-do
- Mugikawa
- Kumano Hongu Taisha Heritage Center
- Kumano Hongu Taisha bus stop
- Otemae-01
- Shingens-ji Teahouse remains
- Fushigamari-01
- Shingens-ji
- Kaminoo-do
- Hariko-dai

On the top:

- Hatenashi Trailhead
- Kanyuji Jawa River

On the bottom:

- From Kanyuji Jawa River to Hatenashi Trailhead
- From Hatenashi Trailhead to Yakio Trailhead
- From Yakio Trailhead to Kumano Hongu Taisha